Acknowledging alcohol problems. The use of a visual analogue scale to measure denial.
Despite the frequent mention of denial in the alcohol treatment literature, there appears to be no consensus about its measurement. At its most basic, an operational definition of the term should contain the notion of the drinker refusing to acknowledge or at least minimizing the role of alcohol in his or her difficulties. Visual analogue scales provide a technique for measuring subjective experiences of this type. Subjects from a community-based voluntary agency and an alcohol treatment unit were asked to indicate the magnitude of their problems with alcohol on this scale. Both groups acknowledged high levels of problems with alcohol. Despite this, there was evidence of systematic bias in that half of the sample underestimated the severity of their drinking in comparison to an interviewer's rating using the same scale. A small group was identified that seemed to fit the stereotype of the alcoholic "denier" mentioned so frequently in the treatment literature. There was no relationship between "denial" and subsequent compliance with treatment.